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Overview
In recent years the organic synthesis and drug discovery
communities are shifting towards screening and optimizing reaction
conditions in arrays of 96 or 384 to meet stringent timelines. As
analytical methods, such as DART-MS, are becoming faster, the
limitation on throughput falls on the time the MS software needs to
initialize and close individual files for each sample. All samples
therefore need to be acquired in a single data file, which
consequently complicates the data analysis. Therefore, it is critical to
have software programs that can automate the data processing
process and segment the samples into individual files. A postacquisition software program was developed to automate the parsing
of the data and provide heat map views and statistical analysis.
DART-SVP ionization source for high-throughput analysis

Experimental Analysis Workflow:
Load a data file generated by DART-MS with 96/384 samples into AnalyzerPro XD

Other Features of AnalyzerPro XD software with DART-MS
PCA / statistical analysis
➢ Parsed data files can be processed to
automatically generate statistical PCA
models
Quantitation
➢ Calibration curves using known
quantities of target compounds for
quantitation can be generated as part of
the post acquisition processing
➢ Samples can be processed to generate
heat maps for absolute quantities of target compounds in each well

The software’s automatic peak detection will then identify all peaks within
two points on the datafile and parse them into individual data files.

Single .raw file

Methods
A DART-SVP high-throughput ionization source was interfaced to a
variety of MS systems to generate the datafiles loaded into
AnalyzerPro XD software. The DART-HT source & software are
compatible on Thermo, Waters, Agilent, Bruker, JEOL, and Shimadzu.
1. A data file containing 96 or 384 samples is first loaded to
the software
2. The total ion chronogram (TIC) is then displayed and the
starting and end points are designated by the user. The
software’s automatic peak detection will then identify all
peaks within those two points and parse them into
individual data files.
3. Each individual data file is then automatically integrated
and the extracted ion chronogram (EIC) of all mass-tocharge ratios are provided. Target masses can be entered to
generate a heat map of the well plate. Statistical analyses
on each sample can also be performed in the software.

Sequence now contains
384 individual sample files

Target masses can be entered to generate a heat map of the well plate. A
384 well plate containing varying amounts of fentanyl in several rows.

Conclusion
➢ Automatic peak detection in AnalyzerPro XD allows for parsing of
large quantities of samples in a single data file to be separated into
separate data files for post acquisition processing.
➢ Analysis of 384 samples with DART-MS takes less than 25 minutes.
Following analysis with parsing by AnalyzerPro XD software for
post acquisition processing, detecting targeted compounds in heat
mapping format of the 384 well plate takes ~ 2 minutes. This leads
to total analysis and sample processing time for 384 samples
screening to be less than 30 minutes.
➢ AnalyzerPro XD also offers statistical analysis and facilitated
quantitation for post acquisition sample processing
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